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Glossary 

AAA Authentication, Authorization, Accounting 

AAAI AAA Infrastructure 

ABAC Attribute-Based Access Control 

ACM Access Control Management 

ADFS Active Directory Federation Service 

AMF Access Management Federation 

AP Attribute Provider 

ARE3NA A Reusable INSPIRE Reference Platform (ISA Action 1.17) 

BIWG Business Interoperability Working Group of the UK Location Programme 
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COBWEB Citizen OBservatory WEB 
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Corve e-Government Cell of the Flemish Government 
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DOV Database Underground Flanders of the Flemish Government 
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DNS Domain Naming System 
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EC European Commission 

ECP Enhanced Client or Proxy 

EGI European Grid Infrastructure 

EU European Union 
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FEDICT Federal ICT (Belgium) 

GDI-DE The Spatial Data Infrastructure of Germany 

GeoPDP Geographically extended Policy Decision Point 

GEOSS Global Earth Observation System of Systems 

GSI-SSH Grid Security Infrastructure – Security Shell  

GUGiK Head Office of Geodesy and Cartography, Poland 

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

HTTPS HTTP Secure 

ICT Information and Communication Technology 

IDF Identity Federation 

IDM Identity Management 

IdP Identity Provider 

IE Interoperability Experiment 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force 

IGN-BE 

IGN-FR 

Institut Géographic National (France and Belgium) 

INSPIRE Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community 

ISA Interoperability Solutions for European Public Administrations 
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JRC Joint Research Centre 

LNE-ACD Environment, Nature and Energy Department of the Flemish Government, Central Data 

Management Unit 

LoA Level of Assurance 

LoT Level of Trust 

NREN National Research and Education Network 

NTP Network Time Protocol 

OASIS Advancing Open Standards for the Information Society 

OGC Open Geospatial Consortium 

OpenSSL An open-source implementation of the SSL and TLS protocols 

OSS Open Source Software 

PAOS Reverse SOAP binding 

PEP Policy Enforcement Point 

PRACE Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe 

PVP PortalVerbund Protocol , a specific Austria protocol for secure access 

RADIUS Remote Authentication Dial In User Service 

SAML Security Assertion Markup Language 

RFC Request For Comments 

SDI Spatial Data Infrastructure 

SP Service Provider 

SSL Secure Sockets Layer 

SSO Single Sign-On 

STORK Secure idenTity acrOss boRders linked 

SWOT Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats 

TLS Transport Layer Security 

URL Uniform Resource Locator 

VO Virtual Organisation 

W3C World Wide Web Consortium 

WFS OGC Web Feature Service 

WMS OGC Web Map Service 

WAYF Where Are You From 

WSS 52North Web Enforcement Service 

XACML eXtensible Access Control Markup Language 

XML Extensible Markup Language 

XRI Extensible Resource Identifier 
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1 Introduction 

This document is one of the deliverables of the project “Authentication, Authorization and Accounting for Data 

and Services in EU Public Administrations” launched by the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission 

(Contract n°389834). The project is part of ARE3NA, one of the actions of the ISA Programme (Action 1.17), 

aiming to create a Re-usable INSPIRE reference platform. The general objective of the project is to assist the 

Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission in preparing a study, workshop and testbed on 

standards, technologies and best practices for the Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) of 

data and services to support secure data exchange by public administrations in Europe, including INSPIRE 

data and services.  

The particular objectives for the project can be summarized as follows: 

1. To identify and assess the current standards and technologies that would help to guarantee secure 

data exchange between public administrations, with particular focus on INSPIRE data and services, 

as well as those relevant in the context of the ISA programme and the Digital Agenda for Europe. 

2. To identify and assess best practices in Europe with regard to the application of those standards and 

technologies for data and service sharing in order to better understand what works well, what not 

and what elements are missing or could be improved. 

3. To design, develop and deploy an AAA-testbed using open source technology, based on existing IN-

SPIRE and SDI components in three Member States taking into account the organisational, legal and 

technical settings.  

4. To involve actively Member State representatives on the proposed AAA-architecture and testbed 

and to collect feedback from them. 

As a key part of the project (Task 3), this document “D3.3 – Testbed technical follow-up” contributes to the 

testbed activities noted in points 3 and 4, above. Acting as a guide, it describes the technical aspects of the 

access management federation that is to be put into place during the testbed phase of the project. It de-

scribes not only the testbed as it exists on the local servers of the consortium implementing the testbed but 

also the necessary extensions to include the supporting organizations in the federation.  

1.1 Scope 

In developing the testbed as Task 3 of the project, the work has been divided into the following three 

phases: 

1. Testbed development: where the consortium will first develop the testbed on local servers. 

2. Testbed implementation: In this phase, the testbed is extended to include the supporting organiza-

tions. It is important to note that the supporting organizations do not create a new federation, but 

join the existing federation set up during the testbed development phase. 

3. Testbed assessment: This is a continuous phase in which we assess all steps taken in the first 2 

phases. 

This document describes both the technical and organizational details towards setting up the testbed and it 

intended to act as a guide for anyone trying to set up a similar testbed (or federation) for INSPIRE or other 

sectors interested in accessing geospatial data. The remaining sections outline the testbed development, 

including the use cases, scenarios and testbed, client applications and installation details (Section 2). This is 

followed by a section documenting the testbed implementation, including organizational details, user at-

tributes and use cases from supporting organisations (Section 3). The document concludes with some as-

sessment of the testbed, including organizational issues and alternative technologies (Section 4).     
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1 Testbed Development 

This phase is concerned with setting up the core federation among the companies IDgis, Geosparc and Se-

cure Dimensions.  

The resulting federation will comprise of an Identity Provider (IdP) and a Service Provider (SP) for each or-

ganization and involve session initiation via a Discovery Service (DS) to ensure Single-Sign-On (SSO). 

Verification of SSO and proper functioning of this initial federation can take place by “hopping” from one 

SPs protected index page to any other SP. 

Each SP will provide protected Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) Web Services that are not necessarily 

owned or operated by the Member States. The detailed access constraints are outlined in the section be-

low. 

In order to verify / proof the SSO and access control a web-mapping application and desktop application 

will visualize the restrictions. The web-mapping application is based on both Geomajas and OpenLayers and 

the desktop application is a SAML2 extension to QGIS. 

2.1 Federation Overview 

The following illustrates the participating IdPs and SPs (See Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Short explanation of the scenarios and indication of access right: 

permit (green shading) and deny (red shading) 

 

3.1 Use-Cases 

This section describes an example use case in the context of cross-border activities relating to the styl-

ing/display of maps. 

In terms of the declaration of access rights, it is important that this use case can be initiated when either a 

Belgian or Dutch user requests portrayed maps of Belgian and Dutch terrain. A portrayed map can be un-

derstood as a binary image of features that have been rendered by using a particular style. For this use 

case, two different styles exist: Dutch and Belgian.  The location of the features to be portrayed can either 
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be on Belgian or Dutch terrain. In this document, the former will be referred to as Belgian features, the lat-

ter as Dutch features.  

Based on this understanding of the use case, scenarios can be identified that can be used as a basis for 

identifying access rights. Table 1 gives a brief overview of the scenarios. The background colour indicates if 

requests for a scenario are to be permitted or denied. Permitted scenarios are shaded green and denied 

scenarios are shaded red. 

Scenario Description 

#1 A Belgian user can apply Belgian styling to Belgian features 

#2 A Dutch user can apply Dutch styling to Dutch features 

#3 A Belgian user cannot access Dutch features only (no cross-border operation!) 

#4 A Dutch user cannot access Belgian features only (no cross-border operation!) 

#5 A Dutch User can never apply Belgian styling 

#6 A Belgian User can never apply Dutch styling 

#7 
A Belgian user can apply Belgian styling to Belgian AND Dutch features (cross-border 

operation) 

#8 
A Dutch user can apply Dutch styling to Belgian AND Dutch features (cross-border 

operation) 

 

Table 1: Short explanation of the scenarios and indication of access right:  

permit (green shading) and deny (red shading) 

 

Another illustration of the access rights is presented in Table 2. Here, the table must be read as an access 

control matrix, where a scenario is inserted in a cell: the columns represent the area for which a user re-

quests a portrayed map and the rows identify the styling and the nationality of the user. Based on this tri-

ple (area of interest, nationality of the user, style) as the access control context, authorization decision re-

quests can be derived that must result in “permit” or “deny”. 

 
Belgium Styling Dutch Styling 

Belgium User Dutch User Belgium User Dutch User 

Belgium Terrain #1: PERMIT #5: DENY #6: DENY #4: DENY 

Dutch Terrain #3: DENY #5: DENY #6: DENY #2: PERMIT 

Belgium AND Dutch Terrain 

(Cross border operation) 
#7: PERMIT #5: DENY #6: DENY #8: PERMIT 

 

Table 2: Access Control Matrix 
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1.1.1 How to declare and enforce the identified Access Rights 

In order to declare and enforce Access Rights for the identified scenarios, we need to take into considera-

tion three different kinds of information from a request: 

1. The nationality of the user: nationality  {BE, NL} 

2. The styling information: style  {BE, NL} 

3. The area for which the user requests portrayed maps: aoi 

In additions, we need to consider the following geometries g (represented in Figure 2 and Figure 3): 

 gBE is the geometry that provides the outer boundary of Belgian, modelled as a GML polygon 

 gNL is the geometry that provides the outer boundary of The Netherlands, modelled as a GML poly-

gon 

 gBorder is the geometry that represents the common boundary of Belgian and The Netherlands 

 

 

Figure 2: gNL, gBE and gBorder 

 

In order to structure the access rights in an appropriate way, it is also important to understand how the cli-

ent application works. For the demonstration of the scenarios, an OGC Web Map Client shall be used. This 

client allows portrayed maps to be requested for a rectangular area of interest (See Figure 4). The geome-

try of this area is represented in a request as a bounding box with the locations of the given lower-left-hand 

and upper-right-hand corners. 
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Figure 3: Dutch-Belgian border 

 

For the purpose of determining further the geo-specific portions of the access rights, two things need to be 

kept in mind: 

 The shortcoming of the client to model the area of interest as a rectangular box  

 The limitation to model the natural path of the Belgium / Dutch border as a rectangular box 

1.1.2 Understanding the geo-specific aspects of the access restrictions for scenarios #1 to #8 

Before we illustrate the different topological relations that need to be taken under consideration when de-

claring appropriate authorization decisions, we must first, in terms of topology, define “cross border opera-

tion” (CBO): 

The CBO appears, if the area of interest covers parts of Belgian and The Netherlands, as illustrated in Figure 

2. The CBO can then be identified by the following Boolean expression using a topological relation: 

aoi.crosses(gBorder) == TRUE 

  

gNL 

gBE <= gBorder 
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Figure 4: Example Area of Interest (aoi) for the CBO 

For the declaration (and enforcement) of the access restrictions for a set of scenarios (#1 - #12), it is essen-

tial to identify Boolean expressions. These Boolean expressions can be geo-specific depending on the use 

cases and the access rights that are to be granted to different users. Below, we outline these scenarios. 

1.1.2.1 Scenario #1: “A Belgium user can apply Belgium styling to Belgium features” 

This scenario (that results in the authorization decision PERMIT) assumes that the area of interest results in 

only the Belgium features being portrayed. The following Boolean expression identifies this scenario: 

(nationality == BE) AND (style == BE) AND (aoi.within(gBE) 

1.1.2.2 Scenario #2: “A Dutch user can apply Dutch styling to Dutch features” 

Similarly, this scenario (which results in the authorization decision PERMIT) assumes that the area of inter-

est results in only the Belgium features being portrayed. The following Boolean expression identifies this 

scenario: 

(nationality == NL) AND (style == NL) AND (aoi.within(gNL) 

1.1.2.3 Scenario #3: “A Belgium user cannot access Dutch features only” 

This scenario results in the authorization decision DENY. It can be identified by the following Boolean ex-

pression that does not contain a style condition: 

(nationality == BE) AND (aoi.within(gNL) 

1.1.2.4 Scenario #4: “A Dutch user cannot access Belgium features only” 

Similarly, this scenario also results in the authorization decision DENY. It can be identified by the following 

Boolean expression that does not contain a style condition: 

(nationality == NL) AND (aoi.within(gBE) 

1.1.2.5 Scenario #5: “A Dutch User can never apply Belgium styling” 

This scenario results in a DENY. It can be identified by a Boolean expression without any topological rela-

tions: 
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(nationality == NL) AND (style == BE) 

1.1.2.6 Scenario #6: “A Belgium User can never apply Dutch styling” 

This scenario results in a DENY. It can be identified by a Boolean expression without any topological rela-

tions: 

(nationality == BE) AND (style == NL) 

1.1.2.7 Scenario #7: “In a cross-border operation, a Belgium user can apply Belgium styl-

ing to Belgium AND Dutch features” 

This scenario is identified by the Boolean expression (evaluated earlier) that identifies a CBO: 

aoi.crosses(gBorder) == TRUE 

In order to guarantee that the user / styling association is met, the following Boolean expression (as de-

fined earlier) must also be used:  

(Nationality == BE) AND (styling == BE) 

1.1.2.8 Scenario #8: “In a cross-border operation, a Dutch user can apply Dutch styling to 

Belgium AND Dutch features” 

This scenario is identified by the Boolean expression, evaluated earlier that identifies a CBO:  

aoi.crosses(gBorder) == TRUE 

In order to guarantee that the user / styling association is met, the following Boolean expression (as de-

fined earlier) must also be used:  

(Nationality == NL) AND (styling == NL) 

1.1.3 Understanding additional geo-specific aspects of the access restrictions not explicitly ex-

pressed in the scenarios #1 to #8 

In order to deal with the limitations that an area of interest is a rectangular geometry and that the border 

of Belgian and The Netherlands is not, additional scenarios are needed. 

1.1.3.1 Scenario #9: “A Belgium or Dutch user can never apply Belgium or Dutch styling 

to features other than Belgium or Dutch ones” 

This scenario is an extension to scenarios #1 and #2. It addresses the limitation of the Web Map Service 

(WMS) client that the area of interest is a rectangular box. Therefore, it is possible that the client requests a 

portrayed map that also covers other countries. For example, at the south of The Netherlands, the aoi can 

also cover parts of Belgium or at the south of Belgian, the aoi can also cover parts of Luxembourg (See Fig-

ure 5).  
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Figure 5: Client requests portrayed map for parts of Belgium due to client limitation to model aoi as rectangular box 

 

As it is not possible to apply either Dutch or Belgium styling to features other than Belgium or Dutch ones, 

these requests should be denied. The following Boolean expression can be used to identify such situations: 

aoi.overlaps(union(gBE,gNL)) 

1.1.3.2 Scenario #10: “A Belgium or Dutch user can never style features for aoi that co-

vers Belgian or The Netherlands entirely” 

This scenario is based on the area of interest that covers either The Netherlands or Belgian completely as 

illustrated in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. This request does not qualify the CBO criteria as defined above, 

as the border is not intersecting the aoi. In order to deny such a request (that would, for example, allow a 

Belgium user to request a portrayed map of The Netherlands with Dutch styling without fractions of the 

Belgian terrain), we can define the following Boolean expression to identify this situation: 

aoi.contains(gNL) AND aoi.overlaps(gBE) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Area of Interest that covers The Netherlands entirely 
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Figure 7: Area of Interest that covers Belgium entirely 

A similar topological relation can be identified for a request that completely covers Belgian as illustrated in 

figure 4. Because such a request also needs to be denied, the following Boolean expression allows identify-

ing the situation: 

aoi.contains(gBE) AND aoi.overlaps(gNL) 

1.1.3.3 Scenario #11: “A Belgium or Dutch user can never style features for aoi that co-

vers Belgian and The Netherlands entirely” 

In addition to the previous scenario, it is also possible for the area of interest to cover the terrain of Belgian 

and The Netherlands entirely (See Figure 8). For such a request, we cannot assume a CBO because the scale 

is impractical. In order to declare an access right for denying such requests, we can use the following Bool-

ean equation to identify the situation: 

aoi.contains(union(gBE,gNL)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Area of Interest covering Belgium and The Netherlands 
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1.1.3.4 Scenario #12: “A Belgium or Dutch user can never style features for aoi outside 

Belgian and The Netherlands” 

In order to complete the access rights to have a working set, we should define rights for requests that are 

outside Belgian and The Netherlands, as illustrated in Figure 9. This situation can be identified by the fol-

lowing Boolean expression: 

aoi.disjoint(union(gNL,gBE)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Requests that do not cover Belgian or The Netherlands 

 

4.1 Testbed Application 

1.1.4 Application description 

As part of the study, two web map applications have been designed and developed to implement the cross-

border use case. The first application uses the OpenLayers JavaScript mapping library and was developed by 

IDGis. The second application uses the Geomajas mapping framework (based on GWT) and was developed 

by Geosparc. Both codes use the same set of principles to establish the circle of trust between the end user 

and the service providers: 

 Loop through all configured service providers before opening the map 

 In this loop, access a random protected image url (could be GetLegendGraphic or getMap request) 

for each of the service providers 

 Wait for all positive responses (200 OK) before setting up the map 

Under the current deployment, it is possible to visit both applications by selecting the Geosparc IdP and us-

ing the following credentials: dirkf/dirkf (See Figure 10). 
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Figure 10: 

Applications demonstrator login 

1.1.5 The OpenLayers application 

This application can be found at the following URL:  https://geosparcsp.com/openlayers/ 

It contains the following layers: 

 A German background layer which is available to everyone. 

 ProtectedSite NL: A Public layer from a Dutch SP 

 Belgian parcels: A secured layer which is available only to Belgian users, when using the Belgian 

style. In this application it is not possible to choose the style and it is “Not Authorized” by default. 

The combination of layers is presented within the OpenLayers application (See Figure 11) 

https://geosparcsp.com/openlayers/
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Figure 11: OpenLayers showing Protected Sites 

 

1.1.6 The Geomajas Application 

The application can be found at the following URL: https://geosparcsp.com/geomajas/ 

It contains the following 3 layers: 

 A German background layer which is available to everyone. 

 A Dutch city-border layer which is available only to Dutch users or to Belgian users in the case they 

ask for the Belgian style and are close to the border (See Figure 12). 

 A Belgian parcel layer which is available only to Belgian users if they choose the Belgian style. 

https://geosparcsp.com/geomajas/
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With this application, we are able to test the above use-cases from a Belgian perspective. By default, this 

application will start using the Belgian style (it is recommended to log in using the Geosparc IdP to see this 

functionality): 

 

Figure 12: Dutch Cities and Belgian Parcels in the geomajas applicationApplication use-cases 

When visiting the Geomajas application, the user can test the cross-border use-cases from a Belgian per-

spective: When using the Belgian style, the user can see the Belgian layer and also a small part of the Dutch 

layer close to the border. When selecting the Dutch style, both layers will be unavailable. 
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The following screenshot shows what this application looks like when a Belgian user selects the Dutch style 

(See Figure 13 and not the style choice displayed in the upper right corner): 

 

Figure 13: Belgian user accessing Dutch style data (not authorized) 

Both the Belgian and the Dutch layers have become unavailable. When a Belgian user selects the Belgian 

style and visits the Belgian-Dutch border the, then, accessible data is displayed (See Figure 14). As you can 

see, for the Dutch layer, only the border area is available. 
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Figure 14: Attempted Belgian user’s access to Dutch style  

 

5.1 Installation Details 

1.1.7 Identity Provider 

The installation instructions for the IDP can be found in the document: ARE3NA-AAA - Deployment of IdP. 

1.1.8 Service Provider 

The installation of the SP is explained in the document:  ARE3NA-AAA - Deployment of SP. 

1.1.9 Metadata and SAML Discovery Service 

The installation of the coordination center (which includes metadata and SAML discovery service) is ex-

plained in the document: ARE3NA-AAA - Setup of the Coordination Center. 

Secure Dimensions hosts the metadata and the DS for this federation. 

The following URL provides the Metadata for the ARE3NA AAA Federation 

http://www.aaa.secure-dimensions.de/metadata/aaa-metadata.xml  

https://ies-svn.jrc.ec.europa.eu/attachments/download/452/ARE3NA-AAA%20-%20Deployment%20of%20IdP.docx
https://ies-svn.jrc.ec.europa.eu/attachments/download/453/ARE3NA-AAA%20-%20Deployment%20of%20SP.docx
https://ies-svn.jrc.ec.europa.eu/attachments/download/652/ARE3NA-AAA%20-%20Setup%20of%20the%20Coordination%20Center.docx
http://www.aaa.secure-dimensions.de/metadata/aaa-metadata.xml
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The following URL provides the DS for the ARE3NA AAA Federation  

https://ds.aaa.secure-dimensions.de/DS  

Using the URL from above, the user has the option to permanently store the home organization. This has 

the effect that any SP can immediately send the user to the associated IdP. A user can reset this setting by 

visiting the above URL again. 

1.1.10 Authorization 

The authorization enforcement of the testbed is based on a (closed source) reverse proxy module on the 

Apache server that intercepts all OGC requests. For the current use case, this is limited to WMS requests. 

The module acts as a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) and communicates with a centrally hosted entity 

called Geographically extended Policy Decision Point (GeoPDP) to receive policy decisions based on a num-

ber of attributes that are exposed in the user session. If the decision is positive, the request is forwarded to 

the WMS and the normal response is returned. If the decision is negative, an image with a “forbidden” 

message is returned. The GeoPDP can be accessed via the following URL: 

http://geoxacml.secure-dimensions.de 

This site also allows the upload of GeoXACML policies from which the GeoPDP derives the authorization 

decisions. GeoXACML is a geo-specific extension to the XACML Policy Language 2.0 and supports the follow-

ing types of functions: 

 Topological functions which allow Policy Conditions to be expressed based on the topological rela-

tion of two geometries. It is possible, for example, to express an access right where the user can 

access all features inside or outside a particular geographical area. 

 Geometric functions allow Policy Conditions to be expressed where geometries are constructed 

whilst an authorization decision is being derived. For example, an access right can be expressed 

where a user can access all features if the area of the convex hull off the features is less than 1 

km2. Here, the convex hull (and its area) is created whilst the authorization decision is derived. 

 Bag & Set functions allow Policy Conditions to be expressed where two or more collections of ge-

ometries are compared (according to bag/set theory) and meet the specified constrain. For exam-

ple, an access right can be expressed where the user can only access a certain collection of features 

if that collection is a proper subset of a given collection of features. 

 Conversion functions allow Policy Constraints to be expressed in any length and area measuring 

system different from metres. Please note that all geometric functions that either return a length 

or an area will do so in the units of measurement of metres (m) or metres squared (m2). For exam-

ple, it is possible to express an access right where the user can only access road features, where the 

entire length of the road is less than 1 mile by converting the miles this to metres. 

The installation instructions for the python module used in this case can be found on this link: 

http://secure-dimensions.de/download/SDInterceptor_Configuration_Instructions.pdf 

In developing the testbed use case, the following additional actions had to be taken: 

 Create an additional attribute “country” in the attribute-resolver.xml configuration file of the IDP 

    <resolver:AttributeDefinition id="country" xsi:type="ad:Simple"  

           sourceAttributeID="country"> 

        <resolver:Dependency ref="staticAttributes" /> 

        <resolver:AttributeEncoder xsi:type="enc:SAML2String" 

              name="urn:inspire:aaa:country" friendlyName="country" /> 

    </resolver:AttributeDefinition> 

https://ds.aaa.secure-dimensions.de/DS
http://geoxacml.secure-dimensions.de/
http://secure-dimensions.de/download/SDInterceptor_Configuration_Instructions.pdf
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    … 

    <resolver:DataConnector id="staticAttributes" xsi:type="dc:Static"> 

    … 

        <dc:Attribute id="country"> 

            <dc:Value>BE</dc:Value> 

        </dc:Attribute> 

    </resolver:DataConnector> 

 Release  the country attribute in the attribute-filter.xml file of the IDP 

<afp:AttributeFilterPolicy id="releaseToAnyone"> 

    … 

    <afp:AttributeRule attributeID="country"> 

        <afp:PermitValueRule xsi:type="basic:ANY"/> 

    </afp:AttributeRule> 

    … 

</afp:AttributeFilterPolicy> 

 

 Map the country attribute in the attribute-map.xml of the SP. In the federated case, this mapping 

file is obtained from the AAA federation server as defined in the /etc/shibboleth2.xml configuration 

file: 

<AttributeExtractor type="XML"  

uri="https://www.aaa.secure-dimensions.de/metadata/sp-attribute-map.xml" back-

ingFilePath="attribute-map.xml" reloadInterval="7200"/> 

 

With this configuration, a copy of the mapping file will be downloaded and cached in the following location: 

/var/cache/shibboleth/attribute-map.xml 

The file should contain the extra country attribute: 

<Attribute id="country" name="urn:inspire:aaa:country"/> 

 

 Accept the attribute in the attribute-policy.xml file of the SP. This is not necessary if there is a pass-

through policy for unknown attributes (default configuration). 

 Add the SAML mapping for the country attribute to the apache configuration of the SP: 
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<Location /geoserver> 

    AuthType shibboleth 

    ShibRequireSession On 

    ShibUseHeaders On 

    require valid-user 

    # enable the checking per GeoXACML PDP 

    # on = access control is on 

    # off = no access control; all requests are granted 

    WmsPEP On 

    # The GeoPDP Serivce URL where the XACML 2 Authorization Decision Requests 

    # are sent 

    GeoPDPURL http://geoxacml.secure-dimensions.de/Dispatcher/service/*** 

    WmsLicenseKey *** 

    WmsLicenseEnd 2014-12-31T23:59:00Z 

    ErrorDocument 403 /OWSErrorHandler 

    ErrorDocument 500 /OWSErrorHandler 

    SubjectAttribute country>>urn:inspire:aaa:country 

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string 

</Location> 

 

 This requires the correct policy file to be uploaded to the GeoPDP (GeoXACML). An example policy 

that permits all operations looks as follows: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<Policy 

    RuleCombiningAlgId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:rule-combining-algo-

rithm:permit-overrides" 

    PolicyId="urn:ogc:def:examples:geoxacml:1.0:permit" 

    xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:2.0:policy:schema:os" 

    xmlns:xacml="urn:oasis:names:tc:2.0:policy:schema:os" 

    xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

    xsi:schemaLocation="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:2.0:policy:schema:os ac-

cess_control-xacml-2.0-policy-schema-os.xsd"> 

    <Target/> 

    <Rule RuleId="permitAll" Effect="Permit"/> 

</Policy> 

 

The cross-border use case requires a much more complex policy file that applies geometrical restrictions to 

the bounds of the requested map tiles.  

2 Testbed Implementation 

6.1 Organizational Details 

The following details outline the settings for the consortium partners in the setup of the testbed; the user 

attributes the IdPs release in the testbed; and an example of attribute assertion. 

2.1.1 Idgis Details 

Table 3 illustrates the details of the IdP and the SP provided by IDGIS. 

 DN / URL 

IdP https://idp.aaa.idgis.nl/idp 

https://idp.aaa.idgis.nl/idp
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SP https://services.aaa.idgis.nl  (open) 

 https://services.aaa.idgis.nl/secrets  (protected) 

WMS https://services.aaa.idgis.nl/secrets/ogc-services/view_PS?request=GetCapabili-

ties&service=WMS 

WFS https://services.aaa.idgis.nl/secrets/ogc-services/download_PS?request=GetCapa-

bilities&service=WFS 

 

Table 3: Idgis Details 

2.1.2 Geosparc Details 

Table 4 illustrates the details of the IdP and the SP provided by Geosparc. 

 DN / URL 

IdP https://geosparcidp.com 

SP https://geosparcsp.com  (open) 

 https://geosparcsp.com/secure  (protected) 

WMS https://geosparcsp.com/geoserver/flanders/wms (protected) 

 

Table 4: Geosparc  Details 

2.1.3 Secure Dimensions Details 

Table 5 illustrates the details of the IdP and the SP provided by Secure Dimensions: 

 DN / URL 

IdP https://idp.aaa.secure-dimensions.de  

SP https://sp.aaa.secure-dimensions.de (open) 

 https://sp.aaa.secure-dimensions.de/secure (protected) 

WMS https://sp.aaa.secure-dimensions.de/service/WMS/WorldMap (protected) 

 

Table 5: Secure Dimensions  Details 

7.1 User Attributes 

Table 6 provides a starting list of user attributes released by any IdP. These attributes are used when mak-

ing authorization checks. 

Friendly Name SAML Attribute Name Description / allowed values 

transientId urn:oa-

sis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:nameid-for-

mat:transient 

Computed by the IdP 

persistentid persistentId Computed by IdP 

https://services.aaa.idgis.nl/
https://services.aaa.idgis.nl/secrets
https://services.aaa.idgis.nl/secrets/ogc-services/view_PS?request=GetCapabilities&service=WMS
https://services.aaa.idgis.nl/secrets/ogc-services/view_PS?request=GetCapabilities&service=WMS
https://services.aaa.idgis.nl/secrets/ogc-services/download_PS?request=GetCapabilities&service=WFS
https://services.aaa.idgis.nl/secrets/ogc-services/download_PS?request=GetCapabilities&service=WFS
https://geosparcidp.com/
https://geosparcsp.com/
https://geosparcsp.com/secure
https://geosparcsp.com/geoserver/flanders/wms
https://idp.aaa.secure-dimensions.de/
https://sp.aaa.secure-dimensions.de/
https://sp.aaa.secure-dimensions.de/secure
https://sp.aaa.secure-dimensions.de/service/WMS/WorldMap
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unscoped-af-

filiation 

urn:oid:1.3.6.1.4.1.5923.1.1.1.9 {staff, …} 

affiliation urn:oid:1.3.6.1.4.1.5923.1.1.1.1 {unscoped-affiliation}@{or-

ganization domain} 

organization urn:oid:2.5.4.10 Name of the organization that 

the user has a login with 

uniqueID uniqueID Email of user 

givenName urn:oid:2.5.4.42 Last name of user 

surname urn:oid:2.5.4.4 First name of User 

country urn:inspire:aaa:country Country initials of User 

 

Table 6: List of user attributes 

Table 7 provides an example of an Attribute Assertion, illustrating how the user attributes can be repre-

sented. 

affiliation staff@secure-dimensions.de 

givenName Andreas 

organization Secure Dimensions 

persistentId https://idp.aaa.secure-dimensions.de/idp/shibboleth! 

https://sp.aaa.secure-dimensions.de/shibboleth! 

84e411ea-7daa-4a57-bbf6-b5cc52981b73 

surname Matheus 

uniqueID am@secure-dimensions.de 

unscoped-af-

filiation 

staff 

country DE 

 

Table 7: List of attribute assertions 

8.1 Inspire Test Suite use-case 

2.1.4 Introduction 

The GDI-DE Testsuite is an online application hosted by the German Koordinierungsstelle GDI-DE. The appli-

cation can be used to validate OGC View and Download services to be INSPIRE compliant. 

The current version of the Testsuite is not able to test protected INSPIRE services. Within the AR3ENA AAA 

project, a prototype implementation was developed to demonstrate the ability of a code-modified Test-

suite to be able to also test protected services for INSPIRE compliance. In addition, the ability of a Testsuite 

extension to test protected services is extended with individual access control. 

2.1.5 Use-cases 

The following scenarios are defined in the GDI-DE Use Case document: 

1. INSPIRE NPOC user can test INSPIRE Network Services with GDI-DE Testsuite (e.g. for INSPIRE Moni-

toring) 

2. An INSPIRE-Network-Service-Provider can test its own service with GDI-DE Testsuite 

3. other users than in 1) or 2) are not authorized to test the INSPIRE-Network-Service with GDI-DE 

Testsuite 
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2.1.6 Test suite functionality and AAA extension 

The modification of the Testsuite is a prototype implementation that allows users of the AAA Test Federa-

tion to execute the monitoring of protected services hosted at GDI-BY and Secure Dimensions. Please note 

that the GDI-BY services are also available via the Secure Dimensions Service Provider for demonstrating 

the requirement“user can test services of own organization”.    

The following figure illustrates the relevant software components that are involved in the Testsuite exten-

sion. 

 

The TECore was modified so it can determine  by use of HTTPS protocol that the service under test requires 

SAML Authentication.  

The AAA ECP Connect module was added to handle SAML session setup: 

 interact with the users IdP to login user with the credentials stored from the login phase using the 

SAML2 Enhanced Client Proxy Profile (ECP). 

 establish a session with the Service Provider that is hosting the service under test. 

 return a HTTP connection to the TECore 

The use of the Testsuite for monitoring INSPIRE compliance introduces the following requirement regarding 

authorization: The access rights are tight with the application but still enforced at each service provider.  

Therefore we need some way to indicate to the authorization layer at the service provider, that INSPIRE 

conformance testing is undertaken via the Testsuite. The solution taken was to set the following HTTP re-

quest header: 

User-Agent: “Testsuite” 

The HTTP header “User-Agent” is used to ensure pass-thru with “smart” firewalls. An appropriate XACML 

policy is then deployed that – subject to the presence of the “Testsuite” user agent header - permits to exe-

cute the service if (i) the user has the INSPIRE role "NPOC" or (ii) the user belongs to the same administra-

tive domain as the service.  

3 Testbed Assessment 

The assessment of the testbed can be found in the final conclusions document of the study. 


